
RC-Database, Version 2
                               Introduction
This software is a card-index style database. The basic unit of a database is 
described as a field. This contains one item of information which can be text, 
numerical or a mixture of both (See example in Appendix 1). The contents of each 
field are described by a title.

Usually more than one field will be required to store all the related pieces of 
information on the particular topic or subject matter. A group of related fields 
is called a record. A collection of records, each on the same topic is called a
file. The file of information is stored on the disc. All the records in a 
particular file have the same field structure, i.e. the same number of fields, 
of the same length and with the same titles.

Using the Database
1. It is recommended that before using the disc you make a backup copy on a 

blank, formatted disc as described in your DFS manual. Set the disc option 
with *OPT 4 3.
After reading the instructions it should be possible to use the Database by 
following the Instructions given in the Header or on the Main Screen.

2. Getting started
If using a 6502 second processor - FIRST enter the processor. If using 
Shadow RAM not selected by a MODE Command then select your Shadow RAM.

To Run the Database:
a) SHIFT/BREAK - Press SHIFT, press BREAK, release BREAK, release SHIFT (May 

not work in Drive1)
b) Type *EXEC !BOOT

Shadow Modes 0 and 3 may be selected with 128 and 131 respectively.
c) On entering the Database and obtaining the first list of SELECTIONs, you 

may insert a separate DATA disc, either a new formatted disc for a new 
file or an existing data disc (With ADFS, select Disc (D), and type MOUNT 
before continuing).

d) On entering the Database you are automatically put into f0 - files. You 
may Insert/Mount a DATA disc. Select the required DRIVE and DIRECTORY (See 
below for Disc Commands). Subsequently selection of the various parts of 
the database is by the FUNCTION KEYS (f0 - f9) and keyboard responses to 
the Menu's and Prompts.

3. Errors
a) An error will CLOSE the open file, report the error & re-RUN the program.

  b) Otherwise, reset with BREAK and restart the program as (2).

NOTE: Files have an initial default length of 12000 bytes. Several small files 
can be stored on one disc. When a file grows with added records this size may be 
exceeded. If other files exist on the disc a DFS error may result - usually 
"Can't Extend" or "Disc Full". Should this occur the file can be transferred to 
a blank formatted disc for record addition, editing, etc. For files which will 
fit into memory this can be done within the Database, otherwise exit the program 
and use the DFS COPY or DIRCOPY facility.

Disc Operations
1. Disc operations are selected with D.
2. Type in the required disc command as specified in your DFS manual, but 

WITHOUT the *.

NOTE: Disc Commands can also be entered when in FUNCTION KEY mode with the
DELETE key. This is useful for *DELETEing temporary files made with
f6-SAVE, without entering f0 which closes the current file.
Do not change the DIRECTORY.



IMPORTANT: Use ONLY DFS commands which do not affect the computer memory. COPY,
DIRCOPY, COMPACT and related commands must not be used. You must exit
the program to carry out these types of commands.

Opening NEW Files
1. Open New file with f0 (except on start up). Insert your DATA disc (With ADFS 

select disc (D), then type MOUNT).

2. Before opening the file, select the disc DRIVE and DIRECTORY required if not 
:0 and $ (With ADFS new directories must be first created with CDIR).

3. Entering the Filename - this is limited to 9 (DFS) or 20 (ADFS) characters. 
If you are not in the required Directory the name can include the directory, 
eg. D.fname, but the directory is included in the total length allowed. For 
ADFS the directory MUST be previously created with CDIR.

4. Record Structure (See Appendix 1)
a) Number of Fields (version 2B, max. = 64)
b) Field titles (max. length of 15 characters)                
c) Field length (max. = 254 characters, 74 for Spreadsheet compatibility)

                
This should be planned on paper before starting the program. It cannot be 
changed at a later date (version 2). The number of characters allowed are : 
1 line - 79, 2 lines - 159, 3 lines - 239. This length includes the length 
of the field title used + 3 for the colon spacer.
Field lengths should be kept to a minimum to allow for as many records as 
possible to be stored in memory and on the disc. However, it is important to 
allow for future entries. Space can be used more efficiently by appropriate 
use of abbreviations. The record information is stored in a block of memory 
which can hold up to 30 fields of title length 15, 40 of average length 10, 
64 of average length 6.

5. After setting up the record structure you are automatically entered into 
f2 - ADD records.

Operation - Function Keys
f0 - Opening EXISTING/OLD Files
1. Open existing files with f0 (except on start-up).

2. If using a DATA disc, insert it (With ADFS, MOUNT it). 

3. Before opening the file select the disc DRIVE and DIRECTORY required if not
:0 and $. Then open the file with RETURN.

f1 - View Field Structure
This facility is to enable record field structures to be easily constructed. A 
quick way of producing a new file with an identical field structure to an 
existing file is to LOAD in one record from the existing file. SAVE a COPY of 
this as a new file with its own filename (f6), then DELETE the record. This 
leaves a blank file, only containing the block of record and field information.

However, for a file with a different field structure it may be useful to use a 
modification of an existing file. The View Field Structure facility displays the 
field titles and the field length so that modifications can easily be 
constructed on paper before opening the new file.

f2 - ADDing Fields and Records
1. Type in your field entry and terminate with RETURN. Characters in excess of 

the field length will not be accepted and a BEEP will sound. The cursor keys 
and COPY may be used to copy any text in existing entries already on screen.



2. Mistakes can be removed with the DELETE key, and re-typing. Alternatively, 
ignore mistakes and on completion of additions use EDIT mode (f4) to remove 
mistakes.

3. Terminate addition of entries at any stage with ESCAPE, then RETURN. The 
current page of entries is then saved, omitting the last record. This ensures 
that you cannot accidentally exit this section with a single key press. If 
you accidentally press ESCAPE, this can be removed from the entry with DELETE 
(Note - this removes the previous character from the screen but not from the 
actual entry).

4. Records are saved automatically a page at a time.

5. The records entered can then be Viewed (f3) or Edited (f4) in the usual 
manner.

f3 - VIEW Entries
1. The current subset of records in memory will be displayed. If there are no 

records entered into memory (See top right-hand corner of header) then a 
block of records will automatically be LOADed in response to your input of a 
starting position in the file.

2. If you do not wish to view the current subset of records, then LOAD in the 
required subset with f8.

3. The records / fields are displayed in pages through which you can move 
forwards (SPACE BAR) and backwards (RETURN -> one Page, other keys -> start 
of current sub-set). The display starts at the beginning of the page 
containing your input for the record to start.

4. When the beginning or end of the current subset is reached the next block of 
records will be automatically loaded in with a Y-key response.

5. Whole records can be displayed or selected fields (Note : EDIT (f4) sets ALL 
the fields to ON).

f4 - EDIT/Change Entries
1. VIEW (See f3 - VIEW)

When the field to be edited is displayed press COPY. Use the cursor keys to 
move the cursor to the field to be edited - press RETURN. The New entry can 
be typed in at the top of the screen and the cursor + COPY keys can be used 
to copy any sections of text displayed on the screen. After finishing the 
entry with RETURN the new entry can be saved (replacing the original) or you 
can try again.

2. SEARCH
A field can be SEARCHed once and the resulting subset of records edited as 
described above.
NOTE: Only a SINGLE search routine is allowed.

3. DELETE

a) Whole records are removed from a file by EDITing the field used for sorting 
to ZZZZ or 999999, as appropriate for alphabetical or numerical searches 
respectfully.

b) When the file is next sorted on this field these records will be placed at 
the end of the file. This can be checked with f3 – VIEW.

c) On selecting DELETE in f4-EDIT the appropriate number of records to be 
removed can be entered. The end of file pointer will then be moved forward 
through the file. Further ADDitions will overwrite this space.



f5 - Search
1. Enter Disc (D)or Current Subset in Memory (M), then the words to try to 

match and their fields for the search pattern (Maximum of 4) at the prompts.

2. The matching pattern will recognise the word on its own, or included with 
other characters so : bus matches - bus, business, robust.

3. A zero search (no matches) leaves the current subset intact, otherwise the 
results of the search become the current subset. This can then be searched 
again (M).

4. If you want to preserve a search subset then SAVE (COPY) it. If it is no 
longer required DELETE it from the disc.

5. For a common word there may not be enough memory for all of the matches with 
a Disc search. In this case you will be prompted whether to SAVE the matches 
as a separate file which can then be opened (f0) for investigation. This 
operation requires a block of 64000 bytes free on the disc for the file else 
a "Disc Full" error will result. The number of matches found is indicated in 
the Header - At.
The Disc search loads in memory sized blocks of records from the start 
position entered. The search will finish in the BLOCK of records which 
contains the finish record number entered.

f6 - SAVE
1. Save a COPY (C) of the current memory subset of records and the block of 

file information under its own filename.

2. Save a SPOOLed (S) copy of records or selected fields. This saves text 
displayed when VIEWing the records / fields.
New blocks are loaded automatically. The resulting text file can be READ 
with the VIEW wordprocessor and other wordprocessors which can load text 
files.

NOTES:
a) If the saved file is to be a permanent file then it is recommended that on 

exiting the Database the File is COPIED to a blank, formatted disc and 
DELETED from the disc with the original file as described in your disc filing 
system manual.

b) When saving records the program or DFS may require more space than is 
available on a disc which contains files occupying a large part of the disc.

3. The current subset of records can be merged / appended (M) to the end of any 
existing file with an identical record field structure (This is checked). 
For a quick way of creating identical files - See Instructions page 7 (f1).

f7 - SORT
1. Blocks of records are loaded in, sorted, then saved back to the file. When 

files are larger than memory the record blocks are overlapped so that a 
single run through the file should sort it. However, with a large number of 
new unsorted records, or with large records, two passes may be required.

2. It is recommended that you sort the file regularly, particularly when ADDing 
a large number of new records. The time taken to sort a file is related to 
the number of records which are out of sequence. If many records are out of 
sequence a sort may take a few minutes.

3. The file is sorted on a particular FIELD. If the file is sorted on a 
different field the order of the records will be completely changed. If you 
require a file to be sorted on more than one field then you will need to make 
a COPY of the file. This can be done with f6-SAVE or with DFS commands on 
exiting the Database.



4. Fields can be sorted Alphabetically or Numerically.
   For alphabetical sorts A is greater than a, 5 is greater than 49.

For numerical sorts text will be separated from the sorted numbers, but not 
itself sorted.

f8 - LOAD
1. This allows a block of records to be LOADed into memory from a particular 

position in the file.

2. Most record loading is done within other sections of the Database. However, 
this may only allow a slow method of reaching the desired records. For 
example, when in f3-VIEW and at the end of a large file to return to the 
beginning of the file would require several blocks of records to be loaded 
in. It is quicker to exit VIEW, enter f8-LOAD and load in the required 
block, then re-enter f1-VIEW.

3. This section can be used to load in a particular block of records for saving 
with f6.

4. The block of records loaded into memory becomes the current subset and 
overwrites previous memory entries.

f9 - PRINT
1. The printing scheme prints what is displayed as records are VIEWed. This 

allows whole records or selected fields to be printed with the option of 
single stepping. The next Block of records is loaded in response to the 
prompt. Printing continues until terminated the usual way (ESCAPE).

2. For Epson compatible dot matrix printers the print style can be selected from 
the menu.

3. For more complex printing schemes the file or part-file should be Saved with 
(f6) as a text file (SPOOLed) for use with VIEW or other wordprocessors which 
can use text files.

Appendix - Record Structure
Example 1 - Article References:

Field No. Title     Length   Display Length  Comments
   1      AUTHORS     69     7+3+69=79       fits on 1 line
   2      JOURNAL     50     7+3+50=60       fits on 1 line
   3      TITLE       151    5+3+151=159     fits on 2 lines
   4      COMMENTS    228    8+3+228=239     fits on 3 lines
   5      KEYWORDS    69     7+3+69=79       fits on 1 line

Example 2 - Personnel records:

Field No. Title     Length   Display Length  Comments
   1      LASTNAME    15     8+3+15=26
   2      NAMES       25     5+3+25=33
   3      TITLE       5      5+3+5=13
   4      STATUS      10     6+3+10=19
   5      ADDRESS     100    7+3+100=110     about 1.5 lines
   6      TEL NO.     12     7+3+12=22
   7      B-DAY       8      5+3+8=16
   8      OTHER       71     5+3+71=79


